THE BEST LOCAL OFFLINE PLACES TO SIGN DOZENS OF CLIENTS, THAT YOU DIDN’T KNOW EXISTED

State Associations
Just about every state will have a local chapter of a niche and industry
association. Most of these chapters are headquartered in a major city
within the state. For example the Colorado Chiropractic Association is
a state-wide association, but their headquarters are located in Denver.
If you live in a major city, you should have no problem finding an
niche and industry association to speak at and exhibit at their events...
because almost all of them have monthly meetings, as well as, annual
conventions. To find these, simply do a Google search for the state, niche
and then the word “association.” Example searches could be: Colorado
chiropractic association, Texas dental association, California massage
therapy association, etc. Just about any niche you can think of will
have a state and local association. Medical doctors, dentists, lawyers,
accountants, real estate agents...the choices are immense. These are
FANTASTIC places to sign dozens of clients in bulk and my go-to resource
first and foremost, above all others!

Chambers of Commerce
Even the smallest towns will have at least one Chamber of Commerce.
Many larger cities will have several different types of chambers, the
main chamber for the large city, but also chambers for the suburbs and
even other chambers such as: Hispanic Chamber of Commerce, Asian
Chamber of Commerce, Black Chamber of Commerce, LGBT Chamber
of Commerce and Women’s Chamber of Commerce. Chambers are a
great resource for clients in bulk because they have weekly, monthly and
yearly networking meetings, social events, business after hours and happy
hours, conferences, “lunch ‘n learns”, seminars, etc...all need exhibitors
and speakers...which means signing dozens of clients at one time. Simply
Google “chambers of commerce” in your area.

Local Social Groups
Local social groups can be a great source of clients in bulk. Every city will
have a handful of groups, and their members may be the perfect client
for you. Don’t let the name “social” throw you...even though these groups
are technically social groups, if you work business to consumer, these can
be a great fit. Some examples are: Red Hat Society (if you want to work
with seniors), MOPS (if you want to work with moms), etc. Simply do a
Google search for “social groups” in your city and see what you find.
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Local Interest Groups
These groups are similar to the social groups listed above, but have a
more niche specific slant. Such as: local BMW Owners or local Vespa
Owners. These can also be political or religious in nature too, such as:
Denver Democrats or Austin Republicans or Portland Christians. Simply
do a Google search for “interest groups” in your city and you should find
many choices.

Local User Groups
Local user groups is a type of club focused on the use of a particular
technology, usually computer or software related. Examples are: a local
Infusionsoft user group, a local HubSpot user group or a local SalesForce
user groups, etc. These are a great resource for clients in bulk if your
services help people use software or technology better...think of a
marketing agency who builds email follow up systems in Infusionsoft,
they could target that user group to sign dozens of clients at one time.

Local Service Clubs
Local service clubs such as Rotary, Lions Club and Kiwanis are great
places to sign clients in bulk. These clubs have regular local meetings and
are always looking for outside speakers. Simply do a Google search for
your area, contact the chapter and explore opportunities to speak.

BNI Chapters
BNI stands for Business Network International. BNI is a global business
referral organization with chapters all across the USA and many
countries. If your local city has 10 BNI chapters, you can visit each of the
10 up to two times before you have to join. While they will not allow you
to speak at the chapter (unless you become a member), you can visit and
give a “commercial” for your services. This is a fantastic way to sign clients
in bulk, because BNI is filled with business owners who want to grow
their own businesses. So if you sell to business owners, this can be a go-to
resource for signing dozens of clients a one time. Simply visit BNI.com
and search for a local chapter in your area.
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Clients in BULK gives you EVERYTHING you need to sign
DOZENS of clients at one time (completely OFFLINE) from
just ONE single day or ONE single weekend of work!

$10K Club Students
One of my benchmarks for success is the $10K Club, which means students have
earned an EXTRA $10,000 for their small business as a result of my products and
coaching. Not only do I have students in the $10K Club...but others have hit the
$25K Club, $35K Club, and even $75K Club! Will you be next?
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